ROUTE 1: 2,5 kilometers in the south-west of VYSSI BROD
start:

MNICHOVICE, turn left on the first branching-off

distance:

approx. 3,5 kilometers, (2 km to the border, another 1,5 to the first pick-up-point

walking_time:

allow a minimum of 1 hour 15 minutes

termination:

small country road between DUERNAU and AFFETSCHLAG
stay on the paved road (if you don´t mind the nodriving-sign you can drive) /// at the next two
xing´s turn right /// at the next xing turn left ///
you reach a clearing (at the beginning of it there
is a watch-tower - but it should be unmanned) ///
stay on the carriage-road the next 50 m through
the forest /// at the next clearing turn right after 20
meters and leave the road /// go straight ahead
through the young wood to the border-signs ///
cross the border-brook and follow the carriageroad into the forest (on the right side of the road
is a wooden cross) /// before you reach a clearing
turn left onto a footpath /// follow the path to the
open area /// then turn right and follow the edge
of the forest (but stay a few meters inside the
forest /// ATTENTION you pass a watch-tower at
the edge of the forest /// if you see the dirt-road
go deeper in the forest because there is a guardhouse /// follow the edeg of the forest untill you
reach a tiny lake /// walk around the lake on the
left side /// follow the edge of the forest till you
will meet a carriage road which leaves the forest
/// it will lead you back to the dirt-road where you
should arrange a pick-up.
a safer pick-up can be arranged at SternsteinSchilift if you can walk further one kilometer ///

when you reach the tiny lake follow the signs of footpath no. 15 to the right /// it is marked in red-white-red
and the no. 15 /// after a walk of a minimum of 40 minutes you reach the big parking area of the SternsteinLift - a touristic area

Please be sure to read the "General Tips for Refugees" carefully!

cross the border-brook and follow the path into the wood

before you reach the clearing turn left onto the footpath

when you reach the clearing turn left and follow the edge of the forrest ( but stay inside the forrest)

